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Abstract—Scheduling and executing software efficiently on
contemporary embedded systems, featuring heterogeneous multiprocessors, multiple power modes, complex memory hierarchies
and advanced interconnects, is a daunting task. State-of-theart tools that schedule software tasks to hardware resources
face limitations: (1) either they do not take into account the
interdependancies among processing, memory and communication constraints (2) or they decouple the problem of spatial
assignment from temporal scheduling. As a result existing tools
make sub-optimal spatio-temporal scheduling decisions. This
paper presents a technique to find globally optimized solutions
by co-exploring spatio-temporal schedules for computation, data
storage and communication simultaneously, considering the interdependencies between them. Experiments on mapping exploration of an image processing application on a heterogeneous
MPSoC platform show that this co-exploration methodology finds
schedules that are more energy efficient, when compared to
decoupled exploration techniques for the particular application
and target platform.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Graphics, multimedia and wireless applications on nomadic, battery-operated consumer devices need to process
large amounts of data and deliver high throughput but within
very limited energy budgets and timing constraints. Developing these applications is difficult because of two primary
reasons. On the one hand, the platforms feature heterogeneous
cores, each with different power modes, and complex memory
hierarchies including software managed scratchpad memories.
This increasingly complex hardware has become very difficult
to exploit efficiently, for the developers. On the other hand, the
applications have become very dynamic, making it impossible
for compilers to statically make all the scheduling and resource
management decisions. Moreover, embedded and real-time
operating systems cannot make these decisions in a fine
grained manner because of the runtime overhead this would
incur.
To reduce this overhead researchers have studied twophased mapping techniques [1], [2], [3] for configuring the
hardware and scheduling software. These techniques split the
mapping into design-time and runtime phases. At design-time,
static schedules are made off-line for several possible runtime
scenarios [3]. At runtime, these precomputed schedules are
dynamically activated depending on the runtime situations.

These approaches have shown to be capable of handling
different types of dynamism with low overhead [1], [2], [3].
The design-time phase of mapping software applications
onto an MPSoC platform includes (implicitly or explicitly)
scheduling of three different types of activities onto three
different types of resources; (1) computational tasks on the
different cores, (2) data storage in the memories and (3)
the data transfers on the interconnect. Several memory and
communication aware mapping techniques have been proposed
[4], [5], [6], [7]. The techniques presented in [4], [7] split the
mapping problem into two sub-problems of spatial assignment
and temporal scheduling and solve them separately. This
reduces the search space but at the cost of quality of the
solution. Similarly, [5] uses the ant colony technique in a
multi-stage implementation but only optimizes the execution
time of the application ignoring the energy consumption,
whereas, [6] optimizes the energy consumption along with the
execution time of the application but defines mapping only as
a spatial assignment problem, without the temporal aspect of
scheduling.
This paper provides a novel formulation of the memory
and communication aware mapping problem that allows a
combined exploration of spatio-temporal schedules for computation, data storage and communication. Moreover, the crosscutting aspects of performance, energy and time are considered. The proposed technique is used to find the energy-speed
trade-offs for a software pipeline version of the cavity detector
application [8] mapped onto an MPSoC platform. The target
MPSoC consists of four Strong ARM 1100x processors and
two TI-C64X+ processors connected via a shared bus (see
Fig. 3). We observe that the mapping solutions found by
co-exploration of the three schedules are significantly better
when compared to decoupled exploration. The Pareto-optimal
mapping solutions found by our exploration technique may
be used in the run-time phase of the two-phased mapping
techniques [1], [2], [3].
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section
II gives the motivation behind co-exploration. Section III
provides an abstraction for the application. Section IV presents
the formulation of the scheduling co-exploration as a constraint based optimization problem. Section V describes the
experimental setup and presents the results. The paper ends

with the conclusion and future work in Section VI.
II. M OTIVATION
Our goal is to map applications onto MPSoCs with multilevel memory hierarchies. On such hardware the execution
time of a computational task depends not only on the processor
it is mapped onto and the corresponding power mode of the
processor but also on the location of data in the memory hierarchy (e.g. in L1 or main memories). When mapping software
tasks onto hardware in an energy efficient way, both the timing
deadlines of the application as well as the resource constraints
of the hardware have to be respected. If the mapping is split
into different sub-problems solved independently, it leads to
sub-optimal solutions. To illustrate the problem, suppose that
task mapping is done before memory exploration. Since the
location of data is not known yet but tasks need to meet their
timing deadlines, the task-mapping exploration has to take one
of the two extreme assumptions:
1) All data read/writes are from/to the (slowest) main
memory.
2) All input data is first brought into the (fastest) L1
memory before starting the computation and all output
data is first produced in the L1 memory before being
written off to the main.
The first assumption is too conservative and would unnecessarily force the tasks to run on faster and energy hungry
processors or a higher power mode in order to guarantee
meeting the deadlines, whereas the deadline could also be
met if the data was put in the faster L1 memory while still
running the task on the slower (energy efficient) processor or a
lower power mode. The second assumption is also undesirable
because it creates unnecessary traffic due to copy operations
between different memories. Even the data that is used only
once is first copied to the L1 memory before being used.
Moreover, in order to efficiently utilize the small L1 memories,
data objects that are not alive simultaneously may need to
use the same memory space. However this is only possible
with a combined spatio-temporal scheduling exploration of
computations and data storage, like we propose in this paper. Techniques that decouple spatial-binding from temporalscheduling can not handle this. The alternative solution of first
exploring the mapping of data to memory before considering
task mapping leads to similar problems. This illustrates the
fundamental problem that the decisions of whether or not to
copy data into local memories or to run tasks on different
processors in order to save time and energy depend not only
on each other but also on the availability of communication
resources.
To address this problem our co-exploration technique explores spatio-temporal schedules for computation, data storage and communication simultaneously considering the interdependencies between them, in order to find globally optimized solutions.

III. A PPLICATION MODEL
Even though many real life applications are written as
sequences of statements (e.g. in C or JAVA). It is extremely
complex to reason about scheduling and resource management
issues at the level of these statements. The execution semantics
of statements are too complex and the granularity is so fine,
it makes a reasonable exploration for a real-life application
almost impossible due to the sheer size of the problem. In the
rest of this paper we therefore use annotated task-graphs as
an abstraction for the application.
A. Annotated task-graphs
An annotated task-graph is a directed acyclic graph (DAG)
that defines the execution semantics of a parallel application,
annotated with profiling information. The nodes in this graph
are tasks that represent the computations to be performed. The
arcs in the graph are edges that represent dataflow dependencies between the tasks. Tasks in the task-graph execute in
parallel when their required data is available on their incoming
edges.
1) Tasks: Tasks are modular units of functionality that
are composed together to form an application. Tasks of the
same application can depend on each other. When executed
they consume data from each incoming edge and produce
data on the outgoing edges. The execution time and energy
consumption of the task depends on three different types of
parameters; (1) type of the processor it is executed on, (2)
power mode of the processor, and (3) the memory mappings
of the incoming and outgoing edges (e.g. L1 memory or
main memory). These three parameters together form a taskmapping. The energy consumption, execution time along with
the bus bandwidth required for each of the task-mappings are
profiled and annotated to the tasks. Worst case estimates are
taken in case of dynamism.
a) Degree of freedom in task-mappings:: Assume that a
task can be executed on P different types of processors, with
M power modes each, the task has a total of E incoming
and outgoing edges, each of which can be mapped onto L
different types of memories. It then has P ×M ×(L)E possible
task-mappings. Although the number of task-mappings grows
exponentially with the number of edges connected, it usually
does not cause a explosion of combinations, as the number of
edges connected to a task is fairly small for many applications
[9].
2) Edges: Edges represent dataflow dependencies between
tasks. They are annotated with the amount of data being
transferred along the edge. Worst case estimates are again used
in case of dynamism.
a) Degree of freedom in edge-mappings:: An edge can
be mapped to the memory and communication resources in
five different ways:
1) Local memory: An edge can only be mapped onto the
local memory of a processor if both the source and
destination tasks of the edge are mapped onto the same
processor. In this case data is produced and consumed

An optimal choice of task mapping requires knowledge of
edge mappings and vice versa. Moreover, the relations of these
mappings to the cross-cutting time and energy cost are nonlinear. For example, memory intensive tasks with higher data
locality usually cost more if the required data is put into main
memory compared to their compute intensive counterparts that
can interleave data access with computations. Therefore all
these edge-mapping options are explored taking into account
the task-mappings, and their relative costs.
IV. C O -E XPLORATION
In [10], the authors show that scheduling a DAG onto
multiple processors is an NP-Complete problem. In order to
find a schedule for tasks on the processors and schedule bus
bandwidth for these tasks (if necessary) at the same time
schedule memory space and bus bandwidth for the edges,
we formulate the problem as a constraint based scheduling
problem and solve it with a constraint solver tool. In this
section we describe the search space, constraints, minimization
objective of the problem and the exploration procedure for
the energy-speed trade-off. Fig. 1 gives an overview of the
different types of constraints that are considered.
A. Search Space
We have two types of activities in our problem: tasks and
edges. These activities use five types of resources: processors,
memory space, bus bandwidth, time and energy. The usage of
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in local memory; hence, no data transfers on the bus are
required.
Main memory: If an edge is mapped onto the shared
main memory, tasks will read/write data from/to main
memory as they execute. Therefore tasks require bus
bandwidth to be allocated to them as they execute.
Main-local: The source task produces data in main
memory, whereas the destination task consumes it from
local memory. Bandwidth allocation for two different
types of data transfers on the bus are required for this
mapping, (1) bandwidth allocation for the source task,
and (2) bandwidth allocation for copying data from the
shared main memory to local memory.
Local-main: The source task produces data in local
memory, whereas the destination task consumes it from
main memory. Bandwidth allocation for two different
types of data transfers on the bus are required for this
mapping, (1) bandwidth allocation for the destination
task, and (2) bandwidth allocation for copying data from
local memory to main memory.
Local-main-local: Both source and destination tasks produce and consume data in their local memories, however,
they are mapped onto different processors. Therefore
data needs to be copied from one local memory to
main memory and then from main memory to the other
local memory. Bandwidth is allocated for the two copy
operations; however, no bandwidth is required for the
edge during the execution of the tasks it connects.
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these resources by the activities form the schedules that define
the solution.
The resources in our system are classified into two types;
Renewable and Nonrenewable. Renewable resources are resources that can be returned to the system once a task is
finished, such as processors and memories. The nonrenewable
resources are permanently consumed, such as energy and time.
Activities are modeled with the variables of type Intervals,
whereas the usage of nonrenewable resources as Sequences of
Intervals and renewable resources are represented as Cumulative functions of intervals over time.
1) Intervals: Interval variables are characterized by their
start and end points. We use them to model the consumption
of non-renewable resources (energy and time) for a possible
mapping of an activity.
Each possible task-mapping is represented by two intervals,
a time-interval and an energy-interval. The size of the timeinterval equals the execution time of the task, including the
time spent in memory accesses, for a particular possible
mapping of the task. Similarly the size of the energy-interval
represents the total energy consumed by the task.
Edges are mapped according to one of the five degrees of
freedom we differentiated earlier. For example, the edge E1
in Fig. 2 mapped as local-main-local comprises the following
five steps (sub-activities) for more aggressive optimization:
1) Initial storage in a L11
2) A copy operation to the L2
3) Intermediate storage in L2
4) A copy operation to the L12
5) Final storage in the L12
In order to be able to free resources, each of the sub-activities
is modeled with a separate time-interval. However, the energy
consumption for steps 1,3 and 5 is either included in the energy
consumption of the source/destination tasks or in the copy
operations. Therefore, we need at most five time-intervals and
two energy intervals to model an edge, i.e. when it is mapped

as a local-main-local edge.

B. Constraints
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A valid mapping solution needs to satisfy several constraints. These constraints impose boundaries within the search
space, thus limiting the search space. Fig. 1 gives a general
overview of the constraints.
1) Constraints between activities and resources: Constraints between activities and resources are of two types.
Firstly activities or sub-activities have to respect the capacity
of the resources they occupy:
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affects the execution time and energy consumption of the
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Fig. 2. An example task-graph, a possible schedules for its resource usage
and the corresponding cumulative memory usage on the target platform. Edge
E1 is mapped as local-main-local and edge E2 as main-memory. The interval
label T1-P1 indicated that the task T1 is executed on the processor P1.

2) Sequences: Sequences are total ordered sets of intervals
that belong to the chosen task and edge mappings. There are
two sequences, one for time and an other one for energy.
Activities such as parallel processing of tasks onto different
processors or interleaved copy operations between the local
and main memories can happen simultaneously. Therefore,
time-intervals of activities are allowed to overlap with each
other as long as they respect the capacity constraints of the
platform and execution semantics of the model of computation.
Note that the energy sequence does not allow overlapping
because two activities can never share the same energy.
3) Cumulative functions: A cumulative function for a nonrenewable resource is the sum of pulse functions over timeintervals of all the activities using that resource i.e there is a
separate cumulative function representing the usage of each
processor, memory and interconnect. f (R) is the cumulative
function for the resource R.
X
f (R) =
RA × Π(IA )
∀A|RA 6=0

RA is the resource usage of resource R by the activity A (the
amount of data in the case of memories, the bandwidth for
interconnect and a binary 0/1 for processors). {A|RA 6= 0}
is the set of all activities or sub-activities that use resource
R. Π(IA ) is a pulse function on the time-interval of the (sub)activity A.

The cumulative functions for all the memories are always
less then, or equal to, the size of the memories.
The cumulative function for the interconnect is always
less, or equal to, then the arbitrated net bandwidth.
(The arbitrated net bandwidth is usually the physical
bandwidth, depending on the arbitration policy and it’s
latency and fairness guarantees.)
The cumulative functions for all the processors are always
less than, or equal to, one.

•

•

The sizes of the (energy and time)-intervals of a task are
equal to the profiled values energy and time of the chosen
task-mappingi.e. depend on the processor it executes on,
the power mode of the processor and on the memories
the task reads from and writes to.
Tasks require a guaranteed bandwidth in order to finish
within a certain amount of time. Even though it is possible to explore task execution with reduced bandwidth the
relations to timing properties are complex. Therefore we
only schedule tasks if the full required bus bandwidth is
available to them.
Copy operations have linear timing properties under reduced bandwidth execution. This allows a more aggressive exploration for a better bus utilization. The size of
the time-interval is calculated by dividing the amount of
data by the allocated bandwidth, whereas, the size of
the energy-interval equals the sum of the energy per byte
for reading, writing and communication multiplied by the
amount of data.

2) Constraints between activities and activities: The execution semantics of the model of computation form the
constraints between the different activities:
•
•

•

•

Each task executes once and only once.
A mapping is selected for each activity, the time and
energy intervals for all selected mappings are added to
the time and energy sequences.
According to the execution semantics of a task-graph, A
task can only execute when the required data is available
at its input port. This also enforces precedence constraints
between different tasks.
The time interval of memory storage sub-activities start
with the starts of its source task or copy operation and
ends with its destination task or copy operation.

3) Constraints between resources and resources: The platform model constitutes the constraints between resources.
These constrains express the architecture of the platform (as
shown in Fig. 3 i.e which processors can use which memories
and which communication requires the shared bus.
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C. Objective function and exploration

V. E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION
To evaluate our co-exploration technique we study two
aspects: the quality of the mapping solution and the scalability
of the approach. To evaluate the quality of the mapping
solution we mapped the pipelined version of the cavity detector
application [8] on a heterogeneous MPSoC (see Fig. 3). In this
task graph T 11 and T 12 are instances of the same function
Horizontal Blur. The platform consists of four StrongARM
1100 and two TI-C64X+ processors, each with a local L1
memory of 4KB. The platform also features a shared L2
memory of 128MB. A shared bus connects all memories and
processors. To profile the execution times of application tasks,
SimItARM and TI-CCStudio v3.3 simulators were used for
the StrongARM and TI-C64X+ processors respectively. For
the energy consumption, the energy models JouleTrack [11]
and functional level power analysis model of TI-C64X+ [12]
were used for the StrongARM and TI-C64X+ processors.
The amount of communication between different tasks was
measured with the architecture independent communication
profiler PinComm [13]. The constraints and the objective
function were modeled and solved using the open source
constraint solver Gecode [14].
For evaluating the quality of the mapping solutions, the
execution time and energy consumption of the schedules
found by the co-exploration technique are compared with its
decoupled counterparts. The two different types of decoupled
approaches considered for validation are: (1) Exploring tasks
to cores mapping with worst case assumptions for memories
and communication. (2) Exploring tasks to cores and edges
to Memories mapping with worst case assumptions on communication. We have implemented these two approaches with
similar models as of the co-exploration.
Fig. 4 shows the results of the experiments. Each point in the
trade-off space of Fig. 4, represents a unique mapping solution.
The energy consumption and execution time are synthesized
using the three schedules that constitute the mapping solution
(computation, memory and communication). From Fig. 4 we
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Mapping pipelined cavity detector on MPSoC

observe that higher degrees of coupling and co-exploration
can find significantly better results. For these experiments it
took an average of 54 minutes to find a solution on an Intel
Core2Duo 2GHz machine.
Trade-off mapping solutions
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In order to explore the trade-off between speed and energy
consumption the solver is given a time deadline and the
objective of minimizing the energy within the time deadline.
• end of (T ime-Sequence) ≤ deadline
• M inimize(end of (Energy-Sequence))
The deadline is iteratively increased giving a minimum energy
schedule each time and the solutions that provide a tradeoff on either the energy or time axis form the set of Paretooptimal solutions. We are aware that more sophisticated multiobjective exploration techniques exist [5], [6], but the main
focus of this paper is on the quality of the solutions.
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VI. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presents a design-time co-exploration technique that schedules tasks on processors, data objects on the
memories and data transfers on the interconnect. The interdependencies between the three different types of schedules
are modeled and accounted for. The effects of decoupling the
three explorations are studied by comparing the co-exploration
technique with decoupled ones. Validation on a medical image
processing application shows that the co-exploration technique
is able to find mapping solutions that are significantly more
energy efficient and/or faster when compared to decoupled
exploration techniques. In future we are looking to evaluate our
methodology for other industrial use cases and validate them
on the state-of-the-art platforms. In addition we want to extend
out methodology for network-on-chips, taking into account
multi-hop communication. We would also like to implement
bio-inspired search algorithms in order to improve the time
taken by the design time exploration.
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